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Tulipmania is the first example of a speculative bubble in history, occurred during the Dutch Golden Age. A speculative
bubble is a phase of the market in which the price of a given good is raised exponentially without a rational explanation . At
the bubble’s height a bulb could cost as much as a house on the Amsterdam Grand Canal. The bubble crashed in 1637,
leaving in the minds of many doubts on the irrationality of crowds.

Tulipmania was a frenzy: everyone from the low-wage workers to the prestigious merchants was influenced. The Dutch
began growing an obsession with tulips after they were first brought from Constantinople in 1559. The bubble was triggered
by general behavioral mistakes committed by crowds who hadn’t conducted any investment analysis but instead were
dragged by the euphoric madness of these exotic goods, generating a herding. The mania rapidly increased when
individuals suddenly gained wealth: buying bulbs stood as a social bait for increasing personal profit. Behavioral finance had
a key role in Tulipmania. As soon as investors saw their rational expectations lose track and felt at the same time the
psychological pressure on the crowds increased due to the greed of the people to access the bulbs; a cycle of positive
feedback was generated and inflated prices more. The interest in tulips was maniacal and was purely caused by human
impulses making enthusiasm the priority rather than actual value estimation. Citing Charles Mackay the Dutch Tulip Mania
the rage amongst the Dutch to possess the bulbs  was so vast as to cause a neglecting of the country’s regular commerce.

Traders were aiming at quick profits, thus explaining their constant motions inside and outside of stocks. Speculative trade
comes with a great deal of risks, the impulsive investments on a certain good that has been presenting a rapid increase in
demand can most likely lead to unskilled investors seeing their capital increase and then squander their profit in futile
investments. The economical conditions during Tulipmania made it possible for everyone to become wealthier by simply
owning an exotic bulb, many of the less wealthy bought bulbs on credit hoping to pay off their debts by reselling the goods.
Others bought bulbs with contracts deriving their value from an external entity to buy more bulbs than they could actually
afford. This is the main reason for Tulipmania’s end, when prices started declining many had to resell their bulbs at
inconvenient prices resulting in going bankrupt. Prices had gone back to being regular by the end of 1637 and in 1638 many
of those who had hoped to improve their lives and live in wealth saw their aspirations crash by owning bulbs that no one
would want to buy.

Tulipmania can be compared to a video going viral, suddenly everyone is interested without contemplating its origin and
reason. The influence the bulbs had on the Dutch clearly shows the value of materialism in society and the hunger for social
redemption and mobility for the less wealthy, interested in tulips to make their lives better.
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